EuroKing
Transforming the delivery of maternity services.

Maternity information systems for the next generation

EuroKing has supplied maternity systems to hospitals across the UK and Ireland since 1984. A combination of industry knowledge and technological expertise allows EuroKing to support NHS Trusts on their paperless journey, with innovative solutions to keep mother and baby safe during pregnancy and delivery. EuroKing supports midwives and other clinicians to keep comprehensive, accurate records, and enables the trust to meet local and national information payments and standards through quality data, including MSDS, PbR, NICE, RCOG, PHE, DoH, WHO and local CCG requirements.

EuroKing is working with the RCM to inform the development of information and technology solutions to aid midwives to deliver care throughout pregnancy and birth, to improve safety and choice.

Proud to be supporting BabyLifeline, EuroKing’s chosen charity partner.
EuroKing has a proven track record of delivering solutions on time and within budget. Supporting approximately 40 NHS Trusts, EuroKing collaborates with in-house midwives, customer experts and professional bodies, to ensure its solutions and services are fit for modern maternity departments, driven from real user experience, with consideration to the recommendations of the National Maternity Review.

EuroKing Maternity Information System

EuroKing’s core maternity solution supports trusts on the paperless journey, removing paper and the associated administrative overhead, risk, and inefficiencies from the process.

EuroKing’s solution is intuitive and links seamlessly with existing maternity workflow and other hospital IT systems, enabling all data to be captured electronically and shared quickly and accurately where required.

Data is intended to be entered once, but shared many times, enabling midwives and clinicians to support a mother through pregnancy and birth, with the benefit of having access to a comprehensive and up to date clinical record. Accessible at the point of care in all clinical situations and incorporating and maintaining national standards and guidelines, users rely on EuroKing to meet and exceed clinical risk management standards for maternity services.

Comprehensive information, to fit your specific requirements

EuroKing solutions are derived from comprehensive process maps, which consider and support adherence to appropriate trust workflow and operating preferences, to support midwives and clinicians in an ever changing healthcare environment.

The system is highly configurable to the needs of individual trusts, with the added advantage that a local configuration can be copied and shared with neighbouring trusts seeking to work collaboratively.

Care is enhanced through the inclusion of local guidelines and protocols, extending to the configuration of automatic risks and alerts, to provide early warning to busy team members. EuroKing ensures comprehensive records and information are readily available at the point of care, via an easy to use and navigate user interface which includes:

- Comprehensive history, including medication, blood results and CTG traces
- Interactive timeline containing data throughout the pregnancy
- Patient level access to historical maternity system archive
- Risks, alerts and guidelines, including confidentiality flags
- Relevant patient documentation and attached notes
- Standard reports and documents
- Evidence to support clinical audits

Management Report

This appears on the mother and baby landing page, providing an immediate overview of the woman’s history, which is especially useful if seeing the woman for the first time. Clinical decisions are often made within minutes of a patient presenting, thus prior knowledge of her history can prove invaluable. This is completely configurable by the trust to reflect their business processes, and information can be displayed based on user role and access rights. The summary can include episode summary, social and medical risks, alerts and guidelines.

EuroKing is essential to the clinical teams in decision making and the continuing care of patients. It provides data used for clinical audits, local and national requirements and evidence for the NHSLA. The system is maintained well with updates to the system made, tested and implemented thus supporting clinical decision making when there are changes in clinical practice. Staff find the system robust, easy to use and data is available 24hrs a day.

Telephone Contacts and Logging

Telephone Contacts provides a facility to record details of telephone conversations, between midwife and mother, which might otherwise not be entered into the maternity record.

Contacts can be recorded anywhere and by anyone with access to the EuroKing system, which means details of advice given will be available to other carers. Telephone contacts can be managed confidently, based on the user having visibility of the comprehensive patient record.

Electronic telephone notes are preserved along with the core maternity record. As litigation in maternity services is so high, this functionality provides evidence of a call and advice given, as this is often questioned in court. Recorded information also supports Payment by Results.

We initially wanted to move away from writing and paper based solutions, which is why we started working and developing with EuroKing. When it was time to implement the new system, the whole team were really impressed with the implementation process. Our IT lead said that it was the easiest installation ever!

The team were all ready in case of teething problems, as with most new deployments, but they were literally sitting around twiddling their thumbs! We have been using EuroKing’s new solution for 6 months now, and I am very impressed with it and the advanced functionality. We find the statistics and the reporting really good and I am very happy with the security. Information Governance and enhanced safeguarding. I am also impressed with the developments and roadmap as demonstrated at the EuroKing user groups. The team absolutely love the new system! We have now started emailing some of the key reports that we used to print, post or fax. Being able to save them in a variety of formats rather than just print them out makes this a relatively straightforward - and, just as importantly, secure - process. This means that we’re now printing/posting around 7000 less pieces of paper each year which pleases me no end as I’m also one of the Trust’s Energy and Sustainability Champions!

Systems Manager
Doctors’ Procedures
Doctor’s Procedures enables the obstetric consultant to access and update the EuroKing maternity record, facilitating the addition of specific information, such as elective procedures, third stage procedures and any other theatre procedures. Prior to the operative delivery taking place, discussions undertaken with the mother and her partner, including consent requirements, can be recorded.

A comprehensive set of reports and documentation is available, replacing the need for paper based record keeping. This also reduces duplication, supports clinical governance, and audit requirements.

Elective Section Booking
The booking module is a real-time schedule, containing details of planned procedures, which is updated dynamically as procedures are undertaken or if delivery occurs before the booked date. An alert can be added to the main EuroKing record to indicate that a procedure is planned. Procedures may include elective caesarean sections, inductions of labour, cosmosfer infusion, insertion of cervical suture, or anaesthetic assessments.

All procedures can be viewed in a weekly schedule, to support room and resource scheduling.

Delivering Successful Projects
Implementing a new maternity information system can be a significant investment of both time and money. It is critical that every element of functionality within the system is exploited to its maximum potential. New systems can often appear complex to those who are unfamiliar with the new environment, therefore EuroKing has developed a range of services to ensure that its customers obtain the maximum benefits from their investment, offering absolute comfort and minimal disruption.

For more details please contact:

e: info@euroking.com
t: 01932 572 880

EuroKing, Montrose House (South Wing), Chertsey Boulevard, Chertsey, Surrey, KT16 9JX